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Will a Growth Miracle Reduce Debt in Japan?*
Selahattin Imrohoroglu and Nao Sudo
Japan has the highest debt to GDP ratio among the developed nations. In addition, the
population is projected to age rapidly over the next few decades, which will significantly
increase the ratio of government expenditures to GDP. In this paper, we explore the effect

of economic growth driven by total factor productivity on Japanese debt in the face of
higher future social security expenditures. Our main finding is that a decade of fast growth
of total factor productivity, at an average of 6% per year, may help Japan eliminate its debt.

This result suggests that the policy makers may well focus on growth‑inducing policies
such as lower distorting taxation and structural reforms that incentivize the entrepreneu‑
rial activity and innovation to drive growth.
JEL CIassification Codes: EOO, H20, H50

1. Introduction
Among the developed countries facing se‑
vere demographic and fiscal problems, Japan
is projected to be affected the worst. The
population is aging very rapidly, inducing
Iarge increases in the government's social

security related pension, health and long
term care expenditures. In addition, Japan
has already overtaken Italy as the nation

by studying how exogenous growth can
infiuence the set of options available to the
Japanese fiscal authority. Although there is
no consensus yet on a theory of total factor

productivity (hereafter TFP), it is well
known that certain economic institutions and
policies can help produce faster growth. For
example, those associated with higher accu‑

mulation of human capital, increase in
compeUtlon, openness, more lncentlve to

with the largest debt to output ratio on a net

innovate are considered to be important. We

basis among the developed countries. Figure
(I) shows the ratio of net government debt
to GDP in a subset of OECD countries. The

take the future paths of increases in govern‑

ment purchases of goods and services and

fiscal response to the lost decade has pushed

transfer payments as given according to the
estimates of Fukawa and Sato (2009), Since

this ratio from less than 20% in early 1990s to

they estimate the ratios of these expenditure

104.6% projected for 2010.

items to GNP assuming a rate of growth of

In our earlier work, we used the
standard growth model to produce short
term forecasts on the Japanese economy

real GNP close to 2%, we back out the paths
of real government expenditures under the

when the consumption tax rate is raised from

same assumption but we fix these items in
our computations using different rates of

5% to 15%, taking as given the projected
increases in government expendituresi), In

model traces out the equilibrium responses of

particular, we explored whether this 10‑per‑

macroeconomic indicators such as consump‑

centage point increase in the consumption
primary surpluses that can be used to reduce
the debt to GNP ratio in Japan. Our finding,

tion, investment and output, as well as the
endogenously calculated primary balance for
the government. Since the primary balance is
affected by the endogenous changes in the

unfortunately, was not affirmative. Even

tax base, it reacts differently to rates of TFP

under optimistic scenarios, the government

growth. We assume that the Japanese

tax by itself is sufficient to deliver persistent

must raise other taxes or cut spending
significantly if the objective of policy is to
reduce the debt to GNP ratio significantly.
In this paper, we extend our earlier work

growth of TFP and hence real GNP. Our

economy experiences a given rate of growth
of TFP for the next 10 years and we add up
the successive budget balances generated by
the optimal response of the Japanese eco‑
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mediately go up, the debt is eliminated in a

Figure 1, Net Debt to GDP Ratio iXmong Developed
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least 8% of TFP growth is needed to
The paper is organized as follows.
Section2 describes the model. Section3
contains the measurement and calibration

:

nomy to the assumed TFP growth rate from
2010 through 2019. By varying the rate of

used in the paper, Our numerical results are

L

growth of TFP, we then tabulate how far ̀fast
growth' can go in terms of reducing the debt
to GNP ratio in Japan over the next 10 years,

2. The Standard Neoclassical Growth Model
This paper explores the quantitative effects

Our model does not explicitly include
government debt. The main reason is that
inclusion would require us to introduce an

in Japan taking as given projected increases
in government expenditures due to the aging

additional feature or institution to yield the

well‑known rate‑of‑return dominance of pri‑
vate capital over government indebtedness.

Instead, we model the primary balance and

reported in Section 4, Section 5 concludes.

of economic growth on the government debt
of the population, In order to study these
effects, a model of the Japanese economy is

needed. Following Hayashi arpd Prescott
(2002), Chen, imrohoroglu, and Imrohoroglu

with the data from 1981 to 2009 and to

(2006), and rmrohoroglu and Sudo (2010),
and we use the standard growth model to
measure how faster TFP growth affects the
Japanese government's indebtedness. The

introduce our model's forecasts on the stock
of debt over the next 40 years. Note that we
are taking the current stock of debt as given
and beyond the scope of this modeL However,
the additions and subtractions in the form of

model, a representative household chooses its

budget balance. We then add the annual flows
of budget balances to the existing stock of
debt as of the end of 1980 in order to compare

budget balances are equilibrium quanuues
produced by our model.
We find that a decade of fast growth, at

an average of more than 6% per year, may
reduce Japanese debt to zero by 2050. While

the debt amounts to about 100% of GDP in
2010, a sufficiently higher TFP growth
increases the tax revenue, improving the
government budget balance. Otherwise, the
increase in government expense dominates
the development of budget balance, accumu‑
lating the debt further than the current level.

To give the range of our forecast, we conduct
two sensitivity analysis. First, we simulate

the model under an assumption that con‑
sumption tax is permanently raised from 5%

to 15% in 2011. Since tax revenues im‑

model is an infinite horizon. complete mar‑
kets framework that has been successfully
used to address a variety of economic issues

concerning the Japanese economy, In this
decision rules for consumption and saving,
taking as given factor prices and government
policy. A stand‑in firm maximizes its profits,
setting factor prices equal to their marginal

productivities. There is a government that

finances exogenously given government
purchases, transfer payments, and interest

payments on government debt by taxing
factor incomes and consumption, or by
issuing new one‑period bonds. The engine of

growth in the model is exogenously growmg
TFP. Agents in this environment take into
account future policy and prices and maxi‑
mize their objective functions, Therefore, the

model can be a useful device to measure the
responsiveness of the private sector to future

demographic changes and fiscal policy ex‑
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periments. Below, we present our model in
detai12).

fi"‑ a
where Xt is gross investment at period t.

The representative firm maximizes its

2.1 Household'sProblem
Time is discrete, starting from period O.
There is a representative household with Nl
working‑age members at date t, facing the

following problem in a complete markets
environment:
max ZcoB'N} log ct
t=o

subject to
(1+ rc, t) Ct+Kt+i

Ell [1+(1‑Tle,t) (rt‑6t)]Kt

+ (1‑ Th,t) wtHt+ TRt‑NTt+Ntz2,
where ct=Ct/?V} is consumption per house‑
hold member, ht=:JL/AJ} is the fraction of
hours worked per member of the household,
B is the subjective discount factor, H} is total

hours worked by all working‑age members of

profits by choosing capital and labor, taking

factor prices as given. This produces the
usual equilibrium conditions that equate
factor prices to their marginal productivities.

2.3 GovernmentBudget
The government faces exogenously given
streams of government purchases Gt, trans‑
fer payments TRt, and interest payments to
holders of its debt lt. These can be financed

by taxing consumption, income from labor
and capital, or by raising new debt. In this
paper we do not explicitly model government
debt. The main reason is that modeling debt
requires a way of introducing rate‑of‑return

dominance of private capital over govern‑
ment debt as we observe in the data over
several decades and across many countries4>.

the household, Th,t and rk,t are tax rates on

Instead, we focus on the additions to existing

labor and capital income, respectively, Tc,t is

debt by carefully modeling the government's
flow budget constraint, Denoting the (per‑

the consumption tax rate, Tt is a per‑capita

lump‑sum indirect tax distinct from the

capita) budget balance by ztb and the primary

consumption tax, wt is the real wage, TRt is

balance by ntP, we specify the government

aggregate government transfers, ztP is the

budgets as follows,

per‑member primary balance, rt is the rental

G,+ TR,+l,

rate of capital, and 6t is the time‑t deprecia‑

= Th,tZVtH}+Tk,t(rt‑6t)Kt

tion rate3). Beginning of period t assets are
denoted by Kt, Population growth is given by
the change in the size of the household, which

+Tc,tCt+?Vltrt‑NzP (2)

G,+TR,

= Th,twtlL+Tk,t(rt‑6t)Kt

evolves over time exogenously at the rate

+Tc,tCt+N}Tt‑AJ}rrt'. (3)

nt =?V}/IV}‑i. We assume that the representa‑
tive household receives the interest earnings
on the government debt ft.
It should be noted that the tax rates are
assumed to be proportional, although there is
some progressivity in the actual Japanese tax

where Big is the government debt at the initial

system. Since we do not conduct income tax

period

reform experiments in this paper, we believe

that this abstraction is reasonable, As we

show later on, our model's tax revenues
closely mirror actual government revenues.

2.2 Firm'sProblem

We can now impiicitly calculate the
government debt in the beginning of period
t, Btg, by the cumulative sum of zP,

Bf ‑ Be+ t‑1
z Mrrg,
s=1

In this paper we take interest payments

on government debt exogenous. In order to
study the effects of higher interest costs on

the economy, we also consider a case in
which the interest rate on government debt
is equal to the rate of return on private

it‑

There is a stand‑in firm with access to a

capital. This would presumably portray a

constant returns to scale Cobb‑Douglas
M = A,K,eH}i‑e,

worse case scenarlo.
It should be emphasized that we do not
have a theory as to household's holding of

where 0 is the income share of capital and At

government debt. There is no consensus in

production function given by

is total factor productivity, which grows
exogenously at the rate 7t=At/At‑i. Aggre‑
gate capital stock follows the law of motion

K,.,= (1‑6,)K,+X,, (1)

the literature on the optimal size of govern‑

ment debt primarily because there is no
agreement on a theory of debt. For this
reason, we concentrate on the effects of its
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B{1+ (1‑ T,, ,.,) [ 0xe.‑,i ‑ 6,.,] },

financing on the economy as well as the
effects of growth on the size of debt. In this

sense, debt is endogenous in our model as we

determine its level by accumulating budget
deficits that are endogenously determined by
the interaction of demographics, policy, and

private sector behavior. Note that the
projected increases in Gt and T.l?t will proxy

for the impact of the demographic transition
in Japan. Government's fiscal policy will be

represented with the assumed paths of the
expenditure items and the tax rates. Finally,
the private sector will optimally respond to
changes in this environment by adjusting its

consumption‑saving behavior, and the gener‑
al equilibrium effects will show up as the
wage rate and rate of return to capital adjust
accordingly.
:
'

1 6,)+ (1‑ ip,) te‑i] k‑ ,‑i,,
,+i ‑ [1‑

gt+lnt+1
where ipt is the ratio of government purch‑
ases to output, Gt/Y}, and xt is detrended

i
capitallabor ratio, (Kt/H})/AF, b‑e
The steady‑state conditions are obtained
by setting z‑t= zny for all t:

1 ‑ ‑LB{1+ (1‑ TAv,) [exenti‑S] }

g

k‑ = 'bl.T [(i‑S)+a‑ di? ve‑i] kN‑,‑‑.

These two equations deliver the steady‑
state values of d.e. trended capital and con‑
sumption where 6, T‑'h and fk are the steady‑
state depreciation rate, labor income tax rate
and capital income tax rate, respectively.

3. Measurement and Calibration

2.4 CompetitiveEquilibrium
It is useful to define a competitive equilibrium
of our model so that it can guide our computa‑

The next step is to align the macroeconomic
.

tional method, For a government fiscal policy

those in the data. Then we can calibrate the
model properly so that it represents aggre‑
gate behavior in Japan and we can use it to

{Gt, TRt, It, Th,t, Tk,t, T,,t, Tt}ge=o, a competitive

equilibrium consists of an allocation {Ct, Xt,
Ht, Kt+i, Y}}ge..o, a budget balance zR, a prim‑
ary balance rrtP, and factor prices {wt, rt} such
that
e the allocation solves household's problem,

and government accounts in the model with

shed some light on how aging and future
economic growth affects the macroeconomy
and government debt.

ethe allocation solves the firm's profit
maximization problem with factor prices
given by: wt= (1‑0)AtKteHt‑e, and rt‑‑

3. 1 Adjustments to National Accounts
Our measurement and calibration approach

eA,K,e‑IH}1‑e,
ethe government budget is satisfied,

views the capital stock in Japan as the sum of

e the goods market clears : Ct +Xt + Gt :== Y}.

owned by the Japanese household. In stan‑

:

1

:

k‑

follows Hayashi and Prescott (2002) and
domestic private capital and foreign capital

dard growth theory, government consump‑
.
2.5 EquilibriumConditions

tion and investment are expensed. In calculat‑

We can combine the equilibrium conditions of
the model in two equations below:

ing output in the model, which we take it as

(1+ Tc, t+i) Ct+i (1+ z'c, t) Ct

C,+X,+G, = Y},
where Ct is "Private Final Consumption

N,.1 AX}

B{1+ (1‑ T,, ,.,) [ 0A ,.,K,e.‑iH,i.‑,e‑ 6,.,] },

(4)

K,.,=(1‑6,)K,+A,KeH}i‑e‑C,‑G,. (5)
Our approach is to start from given
initial conditions and then compute an equilib‑

rium transition path towards a balanced
growth path at which per capita aggregate
variables grow at the rate gt=7ti"(iTe) For a

variable zt, detrending is done by applying
zh

t==zt/[A2‑ie.N}]. using this change of vari‑

ables to (4) and (5), we obtain equations

‑. (1+ Tc, t) c‑t
Ct+1 = (1+T,,t+1) gt+1

real GNP, we use

Expenditure", Xt is the sum of "Private Gross
Capital Formation" , "Change in Inventories,"

"Net Exports," and "Net Factor Payments
from Abroad," and Gt is "Government Final
Consumption Expenditure" and "Capital For‑
mation" minus "depreciation of government
capital." Our output is then the sum of the
above three components.
Note that we include foreign capital as
part of Japanese capital and also include the
income flow from this capital in our measure
of output. Although this is not quite the open

economy representation of the economy

ff
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Table 1.

B

?ff

ceivable)."

Calibration in the Steady State

Q97 Subjective Discount Factor

e
6

O.377
O.08
O.02

g‑1
n‑1

o,o

OGovernment purchases of goods and
services, Gt, are calculated as "Final

Output Share of Capital
Depreciation Rate

Consumption Expenditure" plus "Gross
Fixed Capital Formation" minus "Con‑

Growth Rate of TFP factor
Population Growth Rate

Tk

Q398

Capital Income Tax Rate

rh

O,298

Labor Income Tax Rate

iff 3{

sumption of Fixed Capital."

O.25 Ratio of Government Purchases to GNP
G/Y
which would shut down the general equilib‑
rium effects coming from the response of
factor prices to changes in quantities, we

3. 3 Calibration of the Model
We take 1981 as the starting point for our
analysis, primarily because this is the first

year when national account series with a
consistent set of definitions are available. The

believe that we do represent the income

last period for which we have data for all of

flows that arise as part of interacting with the
rest of the world.

the variables is 2008. Therefore, the model
will take observed inputs as given for the
1981‑2008 period, and some values for 2009,
and will make assumptions about the values

3. 2 Adjustment to Government Accounts
In this subsection we describe how we align

government accounts in the model and the
data. We use data from the 93 SNA national

of these exogenous inputs for 2009 and
beyond. We assume that the economy will
reach a steady state far into the future. As a

accounts.

result, we have a two‑point boundary prob‑

3. 2. 1 Consumption Tax Revenue
eConsumption tax revenue:

Iem, starting with given initial conditions in
1981, and ending at a steady state far into the

future. We use a shooting algorithm to

(Model) (Data)
"Value added taxes (VAT)
3. 2. 2 Factor Income Tax Revenue
eFactor income tax revenue:
Tc,tCt

calculate an equilibrium transition path that
lt

(Model) (Data)
T,,,(1‑0) Yl
rle,t(0U‑6tKt)

"direct tax on households"
+"social security tax (gross)"

"direct tax on nonfinancials"
+"direct tax on financials"

3. 2. 3 Budget Balance
e Budget balance :

Tc,tCt+Th,t(1‑0) Y}+Tle,t(0Y}‑6tKt)

+N}T,‑TR,‑l,‑G,.
We need to specify the last four items.
Indirect tax revenue other than consumption

connects these two boundary points. Since
the steady state is reached far into the future,

our assumptions about that steady state will
have minimal effect, if any, on the immediate
future along the transition path.

We present our calibration choices in
more detail in the next subsections.

3.3.1 Constant Parameters and Steady‑
State Calibration
The calibrated steady state values of the
parameters are given in Table 1. These are
constructed following Hayashi and Prescott
(2002), and equal to those used in our earlier

work, Imrohoroglu and Sudo (2010).
3. 3.2 Inputs for 1981‑2008 and beyond

tax, N}Tt, is calculated as "Import Duties" plus

There are two reasons why we start from

"Others" plus "Other Taxes on Production"
minus "Subsidies (payable)" plus "Capital

given initial conditions in 1981. First, we

Transfers (receivable)" minus "Capital
Transfers (payable)."

eTransfer payments, TRt, are calculated
as "Social Benefits other than Social

Transfers in Kind (payable)" plus
"Other Current Transfers (payable)"
minus "Other Current Transfers (re‑
ceivable)."

eInterest payments on government debt,
ft, are calculated as Property Income
(payable)" minus"Property Income (re‑

obtain similar results for years between 2010
and 2040 if we start from an earlier year such
as 1961 or a later year such as 1990, Second,
national accounts are available in a consistent

manner only from 1981. From 1981 until 2008,
we use the observed values for the following
exogenous variables: {Gt/}'7, T.l?t/IE'7,lt/K,Th,t,
Tk, t, T,, t, Tt, 6t, 7t, AJ}, nt, Ht}?gOigsi.

Below we provide our assumptions for
various exogenous variables.
e { Gt/ Y}, TRt/ Y}}?90i8gsi : In order to represent

the projected burden of an aging Japan and
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we follow our earlier paper Imrohoroglu
and Sudo (2010). For 2009, the data on
Gt/Y} and TRt/IY} for 2009 are approxi‑
mated from the publicly available but
preliminary data"'. For Gt/Y} in 2009 and

beyond, we set different time paths for
each component of Gt, depending on its

assumed to in‑

crease with the

average growth

rate of sample 1999

to 2008 in year
2050 and to remain
2050 levels forever,
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the increases in social security and health

minus "Property
Income (receiv‑
able)" to GNP is

constant at these
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population and

Figure 2. Population, TFI', and Government Expenditures

e { 6t, 7t, IV}, M}?90i8gsi :

For the last three exogenous variables,
2009 values are available and used in the
s'imulations. For the rate of depreciation of
capital, 6t, we set it equal to the value in
2008 for 2009 and onward. We extend Nt
from 2010 to 2050 based on the medium‑
fertility and medium‑mortality population
proJections made by the National Institute
of Population and Social Security Research,

characteristics. The ratios of "Gross Fixed

and assume that population remains un‑

Capital Formation," "Individual Consump‑

changed after 2050. We set M equal to the

tion Expenditure," and, "Transfers of Indi‑

average from 1999 to 2009 for year 2010

vidual Non‑Market Goods and Services" to
GNP are assumed to linearly increase to

and onward. Our TFP is calculated as
A,=K/K,e(U})i‑e, The growth rate of
TFP, 7t=At/At‑i is a key exogenous

their respective sample averages from
1999 to 2008 in year 2050 and to remain
constant at these 2050 levels forever,

variable that influences the growth of the

tax base and therefore the size of the

"Social Transfers in Kind, payable," is as‑

additional consumption tax needed to

sumed to linearly converge to 12% of GNP
in year 2050, following the projections of

attain a primary surplus. Our calculations

Fukawa and Sato (2009), and to stay

0.02, O.04, O.06, O.08 }.

will allow TFP growth rates 7t‑1E{O,

constant onward. Hence, Gt/ Y} is assumed

to converge from 20% in 2009 to 25% by
2050. We assume that TRt/Y} increases

e { Th,t, Tk,t}720i6gsi: The labor income tax rate

linearly from 13.5% in 2009 to 18% in year
2050 where we again rely on the estimates

calculated by Mendoza, Razin, and Tesar
(1994). They use national accounts and
government revenue statistics for large
industrial countries to compute annual

of Fukawa and Sato (2009). These projec‑
tions introduce the fiscal burden due to the

expected aging of the Japanese population
into our simple growth model. Figure (2)
describes the benchmark paths of govern‑
ment expenditures, together with those of

series is an updated version of that

time series of effective tax rates on factor

incomes. The last year for which this tax
data set is updated is 2006, and we assume
that Th,2ee6=O.298 for all years after 2006.
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The capital income tax rate is constructed which is close to the calculation made by

according to the methodology in Hayashi Fukawa and Sato (2009). We then recover
and Prescott (2002). The last year for thesequencesofthelevelsofexogenousgov‑
which we can construct this tax rate is ernment variables in the c‑a.se o.f. {‑7t}?g'29oio==
2008 and we assume that Tk,2oos=O.398 1.02, that are denotedby {Gt, TRt,lt, T‑t}r..2oio.
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accounts to our assumptions on the con‑
sumption tax rate, government expendi‑
tures and TFP growth rates.

=#1.02 we feed through {Gt, TRt,ft, ft}t‑igsi
oo

into the model instead of {Gt/Y}, TRt/Yl,
lt/ Y}, Tt/ Y}}ge=igsi. Under this setting, the set of

the ratio of government variables to output
O{Tc,t}?20i8gsi The consumption tax in the
model is assumed to rise from zero to 3%
in 1989, and to 5% in 1997. In the data,

{ Gt/ Y}, TRt/ Y}, ft/ Yl, Tt/ Y} }ge= igsi is affe cted

by the development of output and no longer
exogenously determined.

there are taxes that are typically classified

1

as consumption taxes such as import and

4. 1 Benchmark Results: Growth and Debt

excise taxes that existed before 1989. In the

Figure (3) displays consumption, investment,

model and data, we classify these as non‑
consumption (lump‑sum) taxes so that we

output and the capital‑output ratio in the data

and in the benchmark model where the

can concentrate on the more recent and

consumption tax is assumed to remain at 5%

targeted consumption taxes6).

forever. The model comes close to replicating

4. Numerical Findings
This section presents the main numerical

the actual behavior of the Japanese economy

between 1981 and 2009. The performance of
the model is not as good in the more recent

results. First, the simulations of the ben‑

time period, primarily because the model

chmark model under the assumption of

does not do as good a job replicating invest‑
ment behavior7).

continued and projected fiscal policy and a

5% consumption tax are displayed and then
two sensitivity analyses are conducted to
explore the effects of a higher consumption

tax rate and of higher costs of interest
payments.

Figure (4) depicts government accounts
and indicates how close the model comes to
replicating the government revenue and debt
quantities in the data. As before, the perform‑
ance is not perfect, especially in the late 1990s
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Figure 4. Government Accounts: Model and Data
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five alternative val‑
and early 2000s but the model does a remark‑ ues depicted above8). According to Figure
able job of capturing the time path of primary (5), a TFP growth rate at 2% will deliver a
balance. As a result, starting from the actual typical path for real GNP (and other indica‑
debt to GNP ratio in 1981, our ̀built‑up' debt to tors) that are consistent with past
averages
GNP ratio in the last frame of Figure (4) is and future expected growth. Primary ba‑
very close to the actual debt to GNP ratio in Iance, on the other hand, will continue to

the data. Our simple growth model seems to worsen despite a 2% TFP growth rate. The
do a good job matching with the aggregate reason for the worsening of primary balance
characteristics of the Japanese economy.
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Figure 6.

Transfer Payments to GNP Ratio

O.46

O.41

the debt to GNP ratio rises. If there is zero

growth, it could get very high9'. A growth
miracle Iike 8% TFP growth for 10 years will

actually eliminate all debt and allow the
government to build a small public fund.

The tables below summarizes the
simulation outcome, Tab}e2 displays the
level of GNP in specific year with respect to
that in 2010, and Table 3 display debt to GNP
ratio under the five scenarios. The sign "‑"
implies that the debt to GNP is smaller than
zero, indicating that debt is eliminated, Even

zero growth over the net decade, in other
words, another Iost decade, will push the
primary balance into uncharted territory,
into deficits of about 15‑20% of GNP, with

under 4% growth rate, the debt never

similarly alarming predictions of the govern‑

8%, the debt is eliminated by 2030.

reaches zero although the size of debt to ratio

shrinks compared with that in 2010. In
contrast, when growth rate is either 6% or

ment's debt to GNP ratio. A growth miracle,

on the other hand, such as a 6% or 8% TFP

4. 2 Sensitivity Analysis

growth rate, will yield persistently positive

4. 2. 1 Higher Consumption Tax

primary balance over the four decades. What
will be the impact of growth on the level of
debt? Figure (6) below provides the answer.

In this subsection, we allow the government

Note that Fukawa and Sato (2009) make
an assumption of about 2% growth of GNP
when they calculate their projections for fu‑

to permanently raise the consumption tax
from 5% to 15% in 2011. Does the new and
higher consumption tax help reduce the
government's debt? The answer is yes in
general, but the magnitude depends on the

annually for the next decade, this serves to

realized growth rate of output over the next
10 years. Following figures show the projec‑
tion of macro variables from 2010 up to 2050

̀lower' the projected ratio of government

when consumption tax is raised from 5% to

ture ratios of Gt/Y} and T.l?t/Y}. As a result,

when economic growth is better than 2%
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The table4 be‑
low summarizes the
simulation outcome.

With consumption

tax increase, debt

shrinks quicker, Consequently, relatively
slower TFP growth rate is sufficient to bring
the debt to zero. It is also notable, however,

that with O% and 2% growth rate, debt to
GNP ratio never reaches zero despite of the
consumptlon tax mcrease.
4. 2.2 Higher Interest Costs of Debt

Although our model is silent about the
determination of It, from the perspective of
projection accuracy, it is useful to conduct

as es eF sAi
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Figure 9. Costly Interest Payments and the Economy
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6% growth perform‑
ance is insufficient to

curtail the downward
trend in the primary
balance. Despite the
fiscal relief for a few

years in the case of

6% growth, fiscal sit‑
uation deteriorates eventually. In the case of

more costly interest payments, a better
economic performance is needed
Figure (10) shows that 4% growth will

Btg and the real return from holding the end up rasing debt to GNP ratio to just und
er
private capital (1‑Tle,t) (rt‑(St). We assume 600% by 2050. Even 6% growth rate is not
that ft evolves according to the following sufficiently fast to eliminate th e debt by year
equatlon.
2050. In addition, debt to GNP ratio almost
ft = Btg (1‑ Tk, ,) ( r,‑ 6,) if Bg> o,
diverge with O% and 2% growth. In these
scenarios, debt accumulates quicker and it
fB9 <m O.

f, =o i
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Table 5.

Bf, y, : Debt to GNP Ratio Under Different TFP in the next decade, Otherwise, the budget

Growth Assumptions {rt}iO‑'goi" balance is never achieved and debt increaseS
over time. To check the sensitivity of our

7,,=1.00 7t,=1.C)2 7･,=1.04 ),,=1.06 7,=1.08
2010

1.14

1.20

1,24

1.26

128

2020

2,66

221

1.82

1.47

1,16

2030

5.64

4.08

2.65

1.37

O,24

2040

11.16

7,36

3,98

1.06

2050

22.32

12,86

5.88

O.59

further deteriorates government deficit,

alternative experiments. First, we simulate

the model under an assumption that con‑
sumption tax is permanently raised from 5%

to 15% in 2011. Since tax revenues im‑
mediately jump up in 2011, the debt is
eliminated within a shorter horizon and with

since the government's interest payments

a smaller TFP growth rate. Second, we
consider a case where interest payments
increase with the return to the private
capital. Because faster TFP growth rate

leading to higher debt.

Table 5 below summarizes the simula‑
tion outcome. With costly interest payments,

:

benchmark simulation, we conduct two

rise with the size of the debt and the return to

leads to higher return to the private capital,

private capital, debt accumulates faster

reduction of debt is partially offset by a rise in

compared with the previous cases. For

the interest costs. In this case, the Japanese

example, under the TFP growth rate of 4%,

economy needs a growth rate of TFP at least

the debt to GNP ratio is 5.88 in 2050 while it is

faster than 6% to eliminate the debt.
(Department of Finance and Business Econo‑

O,63 in the benchmark case. Consequently,
relatively faster growth rate of TFP, in

mics, Marshali School of Business, University of

particular that faster than 6%, is needed to

Southern California and Deputy Director and
Economist, Institure for Monetary and Econo‑

bring the debt to zero.

mic Studies, Bank of Japan)

1

5. ConcludingRemarks
/

Japan currently faces serious fiscal chal‑

lenges that can be summarized in the un‑
'

i
1
i

precedentedly high current government
debt, In this paper, we explore the impact of

productivity growth rate on the Japanese

government accounts using a standard
growth model. The model is a general
equilibrium model with complete markets
and perfect foresight. A representative
household and a stand‑in firm take factor
prices, demographics, and fiscal policy as
given, and maximize their objective functions
with respect to their budget constraints. The

government finances its exogenous spending,
including interest payments, with taxes on
factor incomes and consumption,
Based on the calibration to the Japanese

economy employed in Imrohoroglu and Sudo
(2010), and the future forecasts of govern‑

ment expenditure and social transfer re‑

ported by Fukawa and Sato (2009), our
model generates the predicted time path of
primary balance and debt from 2010 to 2050
under various assumptions as to the future
growth rate of TFP, Our quantitative exer‑

Notes
1) See Doi, Ihori, and Mitsui (2006), and Broda and
Weinstein (2004) for the other approach of analyzing
Japanese fiscal deficit problem.

2) Chen, imroh()rogiu and imrohoroglu (2007)
and Braun, Ikeda, and Joines (2009) develop overlap‑

ping generations models with incomplete markets to
study the Japanese economy. By construction, these
models deliver richer implications by disaggregating

the economv into cohorts and different income and
wea!th groups. However, their aggregate predictions
on the main macro variables seem to be consistent
with those from the standard model with infinite
horizon and complete markets.
3) Lower case Ietter will refer to per‑capita items
and upper case letters will be used to denote economy‑

wide aggregate quantities.

4) There are several modeling approaches that
would allow for two assets, capital and debt, such that

one would dominate the other in rate of return. One
possible way would be to introduce a banking sector
that has a positive value added by intermediating

between borrowers and ienders. Another way would
be to attribute some direct utility to holding govern‑

ment bonds that would deliver a lower rate of return
to bonds since the agent derives direct utility from

them due to an unspecified reason. Yes another

cise suggests that current debt is eliminated

approach would be to introduce uncertainty into the
model and allow different assets to possess different

in the following few decades only if a new

distributional properties, serving differing risk prefer‑

Japanese miracle, a productivity growth rate

ences,

far faster than 4% per year, is realized again

Ill this paper, government debt is exogenous and

/

56 ffM
implicitly computed by accumulating budget deficits.

bl 3ig
Review, Vol. 50, No. 1, pp. 291‑321,

Although none hoids debt, interest payments are

Broda, C, and D. E. Weinstein (2004) "Happy News

received by Japanese individuals and these payments

from the Dismal Science: Reassessing the Japanese
Fiscal Policy and Sustainability," NBER Working
Papers 10988.
Chen, K., A. rmrohoroglu and S. Imrohoroglu (2006)

impose a financing burden on the government,
Introducing debt endogenously is an important
extension which is beyond the scope of this paper.

5) See imrohoroglu and Sudo (2010) for the
construction of Gt in 2009.

6) Note that some categories of entities and goods

"The Japanese Saving Rate," American Economic
Review Vol. 96 No. 5 pp. 1850‑1858.

Chen, K. A. imrohoroglu and S. Imrohoroglu (2007)

may be exempt from taxes. Since the tax rates faced

"The Japanese Saving Rate between 1960‑2000:

by the representative agent in the model are

Productivity, Policy Changes, and Demographics,"

calculated from different sources, they will not

Economic TheozlT Vol. 32 No. 1, pp. 87‑I04.
Chen, K., A. Imrohoroglu and S. Imrohoroglu (2009)
"A Quantitative Assessment of the Decline in the U.
S. Current Account," .lournal of imneta7:J, Econo‑

produce model accounts that come close to the
observed government accounts. As a result an
adjustment is necessary so that the tax revenues in the

model and those in the data are reasonably aligned.
For each time period L we multiply the tax rate on
consumption by a correction factor of 09, and the tax
rates on labor and capital income are multiplied by
constants O,8 and O.85, respectively. Note that this is

only a level adjustment and aims to align the govern‑
ment accounts in the model and the data.

7) This observation may stem from that our one
sector model abstracts from the change in productiv‑
ity that is peculiar to the investment goods producing

sector. See Braun and Shioji (2007) and Hirose and

Kurozumi (2010) where the role of investment
specific technology in explaining Japanese economic
fiuctuations is discussed.

8) Note that real GNP growth rates are not equal
to TFP growth rates. Along the balanced growth path,
we have g=ri ̀i‑r), However, along the transition, this
relation does not hold. In this benchmark simulation,

setting the TFP growth rate to O%,2%,4%,6%, and
8% from 2010 to 2019 delivers an average real GNP
growth rate of ‑O.2%, 1.6%, 3.5%, 5.5%, and 7.5%,
respectively,

9) Note that we rule out Ponzi schemes by
imposing a steady state in the far distant future.

However, debt to GNP ratios of 500‑600% are
unprecedented and our simple model cannot be a good
measuring device to study the effects on the economy
once indebtedness reaches these levels.
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